HYBRID SAT/ACT STUDENT REPORT
Student Sample

3/29/16
SAT SCORE:

Reading and Writing:

680

31

ACT Equivalent

Math:

580

23

ACT Equivalent

R/W & Math Total:
1260
(out of 1600)
RECOMMENDATION:

REASONS FOR
RECOMMENDATION:

PERCENTAGE OF
QUESTIONS MISSED
BECAUSE OF:

ACT SCORE:

ACT SCORE:

English:
Math:
Reading:
Science:

30
25
32
24

COMPOSITE: 28
(out of 36)

27-29 ACT Equiv Range

Recommend ACT
Although your total/composite scores are similar on both tests, given that you were
fast enough to get a good ACT Reading score, your issues on the ACT Science are fixable
with strategy and familiarity. Moreover, issues pertaining to the new version of the SAT
(most notably that there is not as much official practice material as there is for the ACT) make
our recommendation of the ACT even stronger.

Content
Carelessness
High-level Difficulty

41%
49%
4%

SAT Essay: 19/24 Reading Comprehension (6/8): understanding of the central ideas and important details was
proficient. Analysis (6/8): analysis of the author's argument/techniques was proficient. Writing (7/8): use and
command of language ranged ranged from proficient to advanced.
SAT Essay score converted to ACT: 30/36
Projected ACT Essay Score: 30/36
Content: You may benefit from a consultation to further assess Math fundamentals.

Overconfidence: The percentage of missed questions related to carelessness, as well as your having not marked up
your test booklet very much, may be a result of ineffective/poor work habits. Take a look at the Guidebook for ways
to eliminate carelessness that is specifically due to overconfidence.
Endurance: Your self-reported decrease in energy as the test wore on, as well as the increase in carelessness towards
the end of the test, may indicate a need for improved work habits. Take a look at the enclosed Guidebook on ways of
building mental and emotional endurance while doing your homework.
Stress: You reported experiencing test anxiety in the past and indicate stress starting after the second break. Take a
look at the enclosed Guidebook for some advice on stress management (especially the part on using a count-down
timer). We can also discuss some effective tools for stress management during a consultation.
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